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Tanks in France - Wikipedia The Flakpanzer IV Wirbelwind (Whirlwind in English) was a German self-propelled
anti-aircraft gun based on the Panzer IV tank. It was developed in 1944 as a successor to the earlier Mobelwagen
self-propelled anti-aircraft gun. In the first years of the war, the German military forces had less interest in developing
self-propelled The combination of armor and rapid fire from the four guns of the Wirbelwind German Self-Propelled
Guns (Armor at War Series): Gordon Concord Armor at War - Paul Meekins Books Modern and historical
wheeled and tracked self-propelled gun vehicles. The Self-Propelled Gun platform debuted in World War 1 and evolved
considerably during World War 2, influencing the many designs . Thumbnail picture of the Bravia Chaimite (Series) ..
Armored Vehicles from 1950 - 1959 German FlaK Guns. Sturmgeschutz - Wikipedia Documentos similares a
[Concord] [Armor at War 7022] German Self-Propelled Guns. Self Propelled Artillery, Anti-Tank & Anti-Aircraft
Guns. Skip carousel. Grille (artillery) - Wikipedia The following is a list of German military equipment of World War
II which includes artillery, Usually, the type designation and series number (i.e. FlaK 30) are sufficient to 7.4 Armored
cars 7.5 Armored carriers 7.6 Engineering and command . Karl-Gerat (Gerat 040 and Gerat 041) - self-propelled 600mm
and 540mm Wirbelwind - Wikipedia Cn7017 - Armor of the Vietnam War (2) Asian Forces - Armour at War Series by
German Self-propelled Guns (Armor at War 7000) by Gordon L. Rottman, 22. Self-propelled gun - Wikipedia Panzer
Vor! 7 German Armor at War 1939-45. $18.00. DR-CC7073 . US Armored Artillery in WWII. $14.99. DR-CC7043
German Self-propelled Guns. $14.99. Hummel (vehicle) - Wikipedia A tank destroyer or tank hunter is a type of
armoured fighting vehicle, armed with a direct-fire Since World War II, gun-armed tank destroyers have fallen out of
favor as However, lightly armored anti-tank guided missile (ATGM) carriers are . German tank destroyers was actually
designed as a self-propelled artillery gun, List of German military equipment of World War II - Wikipedia
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German tanks in World War II - Wikipedia During the war, German tank design went through at least three
generations, were similar to the Russian T-26 and T series and to the British cruiser tanks. tank destroyers and Wespe
(.124) self-propelled howitzers. the Germans to begin a race for superior armor and gun power. Elefant - Wikipedia 63
items Armor at War Series 7006. 2: GERMAN ARMOR AT WAR 1939-45 De Sisto . 28, 56413 GERMAN
SELF-PROPELLED GUNS: SELF-PROPELLED Tanks in the Italian Army - Wikipedia The Elefant (German for
elephant) was a heavy tank destroyer used by German Wehrmacht Panzerjager during World War II. A similar gun was
used in the lightly armored Hornisse (later known as Nashorn) tank destroyer, . SU-152, a Soviet self-propelled heavy
howitzer which earned the nickname Zveroboy (beast List of German combat vehicles of World War II - Wikipedia
Hummel (German: bumblebee) was a self-propelled gun based on the Geschutzwagen III/IV chassis and armed with a
15 cm howitzer. It was used by the German Wehrmacht during the Second World War from parade in 1946 with
Romanian markings. All German armour units in Romania had been scrapped by 1954. Price List - ARMOR AT WAR
SERIES - Concord Publications Self-propelled anti-aircraft weapon self-propelled artillery Self-propelled mortar
Multiple rocket launcher. This article deals with the history and development of tanks employed by the military of
France French development into tanks began during World War I as an effort to overcome the stalemate of trench
warfare. Sturmgeschutz (or StuG) meaning assault gun was a series of armored vehicles used by both the German
Wehrmacht and the Waffen-SS armored formations during the Second World War that primarily consisted of .
Categories: World War II assault guns World War II self-propelled artillery of Germany. Hidden categories
Encyclopedia Of German Tanks Of World War Two: The Complete Marder III was the name for a series of World
War II German tank destroyers. They mounted either Soviet 76.2 mm F-22 Model 1936 divisional field guns, or German
7.5 cm PaK 40, in an open-topped fighting compartment on . M, a purpose-designed vehicle for self-propelled gun use,
again armed with the 75 mm PaK 40 Nazi Germany tanks and armored vehicles - Tanks Encyclopedia This photo
book series examines famous armored vehicles of the 20th century 4: German Armor at War 1939-45 . GERMAN
SELF-PROPELLED GUNS. Tank destroyer - Wikipedia List of Second World War military vehicles by country,
showing numbers produced in parentheses. Contents. [hide]. 1 Belgium. 1.1 Tanks 1.2 Utility vehicles. 2 Canada. 2.1
Tanks 2.2 Self-propelled artillery 2.3 Armoured personnel carriers 13.1 Tankettes 13.2 Tanks 13.3 Armored cars 13.4
Artillery tractors 13.5 Utility Self-propelled anti-aircraft weapon - Wikipedia A self-propelled gun (SPG) is a form of
self-propelled artillery, and in modern use is usually Between the wars, in the development of their armoured warfare
tactics, the A modern PzH 2000 howitzer of the German Army. 2nd Armored Division(FWD) conduct artillery strikes
on Iraqi positions during the 1st Gulf War. [Concord] [Armor at War 7022] German Self-Propelled Guns. Self This
article deals with the history and development of tanks employed by military forces in Italy The Fiat 3000 was the first
tank to be produced in series in Italy. It was to The M11/39 medium tank was first produced prior to World War II. ..
the Semovente 75/18 self-propelled gun alongside the tanks in their armored units. Marder III - Wikipedia
Self-propelled artillery is artillery equipped with its own propulsion system to . They created many examples of lightly
armored self-propelled anti-tank be used on almost all late-war German self-propelled artillery and By 1943, the series
of Samokhodnaya ustanovka casemate-armored Sturmgeschutz III - Wikipedia Self-propelled anti-aircraft weapon
self-propelled artillery Self-propelled mortar Multiple rocket launcher. German tank production line. Nazi Germany
developed numerous tank designs during World War II. In addition to domestic In actual tank-on-tank encounters the
German armor performed poorly, but as a German armored fighting vehicle production during World War II
German Self-Propelled Guns (Armor at War Series) [Gordon Rottman] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
paperback. List of military vehicles of World War II - Wikipedia The Grille (German: cricket) was a series of self
propelled artillery vehicles used by Nazi Germany during World War II. Being built on a tank chassis, its hull armour
was 50 mm (front) and its superstructure armour was 25 mm (front). Concord Armor at War Series LibraryThing
This article lists production figures for German armored fighting vehicles during the World War II era. Vehicles include
tanks, self-propelled artillery, assault guns and tank .. To do this they made use of the serial numbers printed on captured
or destroyed German tanks. The principal numbers used were gearbox numbers, Tanks in the German Army Wikipedia Larger guns followed on larger trucks, but these mountings generally formed the most numerous
self-propelled AA guns in British service. The concept of an armored SPAAG was pioneered by Hungary during World
War II Hungary by Germany followed later with their Flakpanzer series. Self-propelled artillery - Wikipedia The
German Wehrmacht used an extensive variety of combat vehicles during the Second World . G = additional armour
Jagdpanther = Tank Destroyer with an 88 mm L/71 PaK 43 gun on Panzer V chassis The Hummel was a self-propelled
artillery piece fielding a 150 mm howitzer on a chassis that Marder series[edit]. Armor at War Series - Echo Base
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Toys The Sturmgeschutz III (StuG III) assault gun was Germanys most-produced armoured fighting vehicle during
World War II. It was built on the chassis of the proven Panzer III tank, replacing the turret with an armored, fixed
superstructure mounting a more powerful gun. While the StuG was considered self-propelled artillery, it was not
initially Armoured warfare - Wikipedia Encyclopedia Of German Tanks Of World War Two: The Complete
Illustrated Dictionary of German Battle Tanks, Armoured Cars, Self-Propelled Guns and Semi-Track The book is very
complete and includes a number of armored projects which access to music, movies, TV shows, original audio series,
and Kindle books. Images for German Self-Propelled Guns (Armor at War Series) Armoured warfare, mechanised
warfare or tank warfare is the use of armoured fighting vehicles in modern warfare. It is a major component of modern
methods of war. Tactically, the deployment of armour during the war was typified by a strong which had one battery of
fully tracked self-propelled Birch guns capable of
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